This paper proposes a new approach to measuring Malmquist productivity index (MPI) by using both optimistic and pessimistic data envelopment analyses (DEA) simultaneously, which we refer to as the double frontiers data envelopment analysis (DFDEA). The MPIs measured from the two different DEA points of view are geometrically averaged to generate an integrated MPI, which we refer to as the DFDEA-based MPI. This DFDEA-based MPI reflects the productivity changes of decision making units (DMUs) over time more truly and more comprehensively than the traditional optimistic DEA-based MPI. The proposed new approach is tested with a numerical example and applied to the productivity analysis of the industrial economy of China.
Introduction
Data envelopment analysis (DEA) is an approach to measuring the relative efficiency of a set of decision making units (DMUs) with multiple inputs and multiple outputs using mathematical programming. The first DEA model was proposed by Charnes et al. [1] and was later named the CCR model from their acronyms (Charnes-Cooper-Rhodes). Since then, a number of DEA models have been developed and a significantly large number of applications have been reported in the DEA literature.
Productivity measurement is an important research topic of DEA. A very useful approach for productivity measurement in DEA is the Malmquist productivity index (MPI), which was named after Professor Sten Malmquist, on whose ideas the MPI is based, and was introduced by Caves et al. [2] . The MPI calculates the relative performance of a DMU at different periods of time using the technology of a base period. Färe et al. [3] combined the efficiency measurement of Farrell [4] with the productivity measurement of Caves et al. [2] to construct a DEA-based MPI and decomposed it into two components, one of which measures efficiency changes and the other measures technical changes. Chen [5] introduced a non-radial MPI with an illustrative application to Chinese major industries. Chen and Ali [6] provided new insights into the DEA-based MPI with a further discussion on its second component. They showed that the second component as a geometric mean oversimplified the results and might miss some very important information. Based on the technology defined by the DMUs of all periods, Pastor and Lovell [7] proposed a global MPI. Zelenyuk [8] developed an aggregate MPI based on aggregate Farrell efficiency scores. Yu [9] provided a new decomposition of the MPI, which measures capacity productivity change and variable input productivity change. Lo and Lu [10] suggested an SBM-based MPI for the productivity evaluation of Taiwanese financial holding companies. Kao [11] proposed a common-weight DEA model for the global MPI and applied it to analyze the productivity changes of Taiwan forests before and after reorganization. Pastor et al. [12] introduced a biennial Malmquist productivity change index.
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The DEA-based MPI has proven to be a very useful tool for measuring the productivity changes of DMUs in the past several decades. For instance, Färe et al. [13] applied it to analyze the productivity growth in industrialized countries. Grifell-Tatjé and Lovell [14] used it to measure the effect of deregulation on Spanish saving banks. Fulginiti and Perrin [15] employed it to study the productivity changes in agriculture in 18 developing countries. Madden and Savage [16] adopted it to analyze the telecommunication productivity, technology catch-up and innovation in 74 countries. Odeck [17] utilized it to analyze the efficiency and productivity growth of Norwegian Motor Vehicle Inspection Agencies for the time period 1989-1991. Asmild et al. [18] combined it with DEA windows analysis in the study of Canadian banking industry within the period 1981-2000. Liu and Wang [19] took advantage of it to analyze the productivity changes of Taiwanese semiconductor companies in the time period from 2000-2003. Odeck [20] employed it to measure the productivity of the agricultural sector in Eastern Norway between 1987 and 1997. Chang et al. [21] used it to study the productivity changes of US accounting firms before and after the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. Lin et al. [22] used it to discuss the economic performances of the local governments in China.
Our literature review reveals that existing MPIs are all proposed from the optimistic DEA point of view by using optimistic DEA models. No attempt has been made to examine the MPI from the pessimistic DEA point of view. This inevitably ignores some very useful information on productivity changes because the MPI values measured from different points of view are hardly the same and none of them can be replaced by each other. More importantly, measuring the MPIs from both the optimistic and the pessimistic DEA points of view can provide a comprehensive assessment and panoramic view of the productivity changes over time. In this paper, we first look into the MPI from the pessimistic DEA point of view and develop corresponding DEA measurement models. We then aggregate the MPIs measured from both the optimistic and the pessimistic DEA points of view into an integrated MPI to reflect the average productivity changes of the DMUs over time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews the optimistic DEA-based MPI and its measurement models. Section 3 examines the MPI from the pessimistic DEA point of view and proposes corresponding DEA models. Section 4 discusses the aggregation of the MPIs and proposes a double frontiers data envelopment analysis (DFDEA)-based MPI. The proposed models and MPIs are tested with a numerical example and applied to the productivity analysis of the Chinese industrial economy in Section 5. The paper concludes in Section 6.
The optimistic DEA-based Malmquist productivity index
Suppose there are n DMUs to be evaluated in light of m inputs and s outputs. Denote by the inputs and the outputs of DMU j at time periods t and t + 1, respectively, where i = 1, . . . , m; r = 1, . . . , s; and j = 1, . . . , n. The optimistic DEA-based MPI requires the solution of the following CCR models (1) and (2) and linear programming (LP) models (3) and (4): Based on the above optimistic efficiencies, Färe et al. [3] proposed the following optimistic DEA-based Malmquist productivity index:
which measures the productivity change of DMU o from time period t to t +1. 
The first component
measures the optimistic efficiency change (OEC) of DMU o . OEC > 1 means that the optimistic efficiency of DMU o has improved, while OEC < 1 means that the optimistic efficiency of DMU o has declined. The second component
measures the optimistic technical change (OTC) of DMU o from time period t to t + 1.
Chen and Ali [6] showed that the second component, OTC o , needed further investigation because efficiency frontiers are multi-faced and can have a downward shift in one region and an upward shift in another region. Interested readers may refer to their paper for the discussions.
The Malmquist productivity index from the pessimistic DEA point of view
The efficiencies measured from the pessimistic point of view are referred to as pessimistic efficiencies. The pessimistic efficiency of DMU o relative to the other DMUs can be measured by the following pessimistic DEA model [24, 25] :
µ r y ro (9) subject to
whose dual can be written as
Both models (9) and (10) are referred to as pessimistic CCR models. They differ from the well-known CCR model (1) in that they minimize the efficiency of DMU o relative to the others within the range of no less than one, whereas the latter maximizes the efficiency of DMU o within the range of zero and one. DMU o is said to be pessimistic inefficient if its pessimistic efficiency is equal to one. All pessimistic inefficient DMUs define an inefficiency frontier.
Based on the above pessimistic CCR models, we come up with the following pessimistic DEA models for measuring the (14) measures the pessimistic efficiency of DMU o in time period t using the production technology of time period t + 1.
The productivity change of DMU o from time period t to t + 1 can then be measured by the following pessimistic DEAbased Malmquist productivity index:
which is the geometric mean of the two productivity indices
) measured from the pessimistic DEA point of view. Similar to the definition of Färe et al. [3] , MPI o (pessimistic) > 1 indicates productivity progress, MPI o (pessimistic) = 1 implies productivity remains unchanged, and MPI o (pessimistic) < 1 represents productivity decline.
The above pessimistic DEA-based MPI can also be decomposed into two components:
measures the pessimistic efficiency change (PEC) of DMU o . If PEC > 1, then the pessimistic efficiency of DMU o improved from time period t to t + 1; if PEC < 1, then the pessimistic efficiency of DMU o degenerated. The second component
measures the pessimistic technical change (PTC) of DMU o from time period t to t + 1. Similar to the work of Chen and
Ali [6] , PTC o can be further investigated and discussed. The conclusions will be the same since both the optimistic and the pessimistic DEA models give a high efficiency score to a better DMU. Interested readers are referred to their paper for the conclusions and discussions.
Aggregation of Malmquist productivity index
When the MPI is measured from different DEA points of view, there is no guarantee that a consistent evaluation conclusion can be achieved. Generally speaking, the MPI values measured from different DEA points of view are not the same, even significantly different or strongly inconsistent. So, there is a clear need to aggregate them into an integrated MPI value for each DMU to produce an overall conclusion. Similar to the geometric mean in formulation (5), we can combine the MPI values measured from both the optimistic and the pessimistic DEA points of view in a geometric mean manner. That is,
which measures the average productivity change of DMU o from both the optimistic and the pessimistic DEA points of view simultaneously and can be further decomposed into
where
1/2 measure, respectively, the average efficiency change of DMU o and its average technical change over time periods t and t + 1.
Since the MPI value defined by the left-hand side of (19) is the integration of the MPI values measured from both the optimistic and the pessimistic DEA points of view, we refer to it as the double frontiers DEA-based MPI value or the DFDEAbased MPI value for short, which is more comprehensive and more realistic than the traditional optimistic DEA-based MPI value and can better and more accurately reflect the productivity changes of the DMUs over time.
Numerical example and application
In this section, we examine the proposed new approach with a numerical example and then apply it to analyze the productivity changes of the industrial economy of China during the years 2005-2009. Example 1. Productivity measurement with a data set in two years [26] .
Consider the data set in Table 1 for six DMUs with two inputs and two outputs. The MPI values measured from the optimistic and the pessimistic DEA points of view are shown in Tables 2 and 3 , respectively, where Table 2 , it is seen that the productivity changes of DMU A , DMU B and DMU E are all bigger than one when measured from the optimistic DEA point of view, while those of DMU C , DMU D and DMU F are smaller than one. This shows that the productivity progress with 51.57% increase in productivity, while DMU F exhibited the most productivity regress with 32.8% decrease in productivity.
The MPI values in Table 3 are measured from the pessimistic DEA point of view and are quite different from those in Table 2 . Of the six DMUs, only DMU A achieved a positive productivity growth between the two years, which is 11.52%, while the others all experienced productivity decline. Take DMU B for example. Its productivity decreased by 1.42% in Table 3 , but increased by 16.78% in Table 2 . The two figures both reflect productivity changes of DMU B , but from different points of view. There is no right or wrong for them, which are in fact complementary to each other. None of them can be overlooked. So, measuring the MPI from the pessimistic DEA point of view is necessary, but this has not been paid any attention to in the literature yet.
To provide an overall assessment or ranking for the six DMUs, we show in Table 4 the integrated MPI values of the six DMUs, which are the geometric means of the MPI values in Tables 2-3 . The integrated MPI values show that averagely speaking, only DMU A and DMU B achieved productivity progress during the two years period, while all the others had a regress in productivity to some extent. Such an evaluation result, in our opinion, is more realistic and more comprehensive than that derived only from the optimistic DEA-based MPI values in Table 2 . Table 5 , where 31 provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions of China form the DMUs to be evaluated, gross industrial output value (GIOV) is the output measured in 100 million RMB (Chinese monetary unit), capitals (total assets) and labors (annual average employed persons) are the two inputs measured in 100 million RMB and 10 000 persons, respectively, DMU 4 and DMU 27 are the two different Chinese provinces with the same English name.
For this real case study, we first run models (1)- (4) for each DMU to measure their MPI values from the optimistic DEA point of view and then run models (11)- (14) In order to produce an overall evaluation conclusion for the 31 DMUs, Table 8 From the average results in Table 8 , it is observed that the 31 provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions of China all achieved a positive productivity growth in industrial economy during the five years. In particular, the industrial economy of Neimenggu (DMU 5 ) experienced a rapid productivity growth during the five years with an annual average growth rate of 18.53%, which is the highest among the 31 provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions, followed by Hainan province (DMU 21 ). Tibet (DMU 26 ) is the autonomous region that achieved the lowest productivity growth during the five years with an annual average growth rate of 4.19%.
Conclusions
DEA turns out to be a very useful tool for measuring productivity changes of DMUs over time. The traditional DEA-based MPI uses optimistic DEA models for productivity measurement. The results only reflect the productivity changes from the optimistic DEA point of view. In this paper, we have proposed a new approach called the double frontiers DEA or DFDEA to measuring the MPI from both the optimistic and the pessimistic DEA points of view simultaneously, and developed the corresponding DFDEA-based MPI measurement models. The DFDEA-based MPI considers not only the optimistic efficiency changes of DMUs but also their pessimistic efficiency changes, and not only the shifts of efficiency frontiers but also the movements of inefficiency frontiers. It is therefore more comprehensive and more realistic than the traditional optimistic DEA-based MPI.
The proposed DFDEA-based MPI and models have been tested with a numerical example and been applied to analyze the productivity changes of the Chinese industrial economy. The testing and application results have clearly shown that the MPI values measured from the pessimistic DEA point of view are different from those measured from the optimistic DEA point of view and cannot be ignored. It is not only essential but also irreplaceable to measure the MPI from the pessimistic DEA point of view. The MPI values measured from the pessimistic DEA point of view, together with those from the optimistic DEA point of view, provide a panoramic view of the productivity changes over time. They can be geometrically averaged to produce a full ranking or an overall assessment for the DMUs.
The proposed DFDEA-based MPI can be easily extended to the global MPI and measures the optimistic efficiencies with a unified efficiency frontier and the pessimistic efficiencies with a unified inefficiency frontier for time periods t and t + 1.
The interested reader may refer to Pastor and Lovell [7] for the discussions of the global MPI. Table 6 The optimistic DEA-based Malmquist productivity index values for the industrial economy of China. Table 7 The pessimistic DEA-based Malmquist productivity index values for the industrial economy of China. 
